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• Review of visual cortex anatomy and cortical processing

• Experimental measurements of spontaneous activity in 
primary visual cortex

• Standard framework for explanation: Hebbian assembly/
attractor network paradigm

Overview of Talk, part 1

• Does it work? Not really...                                                           
new idea (part 2):  E/I networks, non-normal dynamics
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Figure 2.5: Pathway from the retina through the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)
of the thalamus to the primary visual cortex in the human brain. (Adapted from
Nicholls et al., 1992.)

are divided into two classes depending on whether or not the contribu-
tions from different locations within the visual field sum linearly, as as-
sumed in equation 2.24. X-cells in the cat retina and LGN, P-cells in the
monkey retina and LGN, and simple cells in primary visual cortex appear
to satisfy this assumption. Other neurons, such as Y cells in the cat retina� � � � � � � � �


 � � � � � � 
 � � � � and LGN, M cells in the monkey retina and LGN, and complex cells in
primary visual cortex, do not show linear summation across the spatial
receptive field and nonlinearities must be included in descriptions of their
responses. We do this for complex cells later in this chapter.

A first step in studying the selectivity of any neuron is to identify the
types of stimuli that evoke strong responses. Retinal ganglion cells and
LGN neurons have similar selectivities and respond best to circular spots
of light surrounded by darkness or dark spots surrounded by light. In pri-
mary visual cortex, many neurons respond best to elongated light or dark
bars or to boundaries between light and dark regions. Gratings with alter-
nating light and dark bands are effective and frequently used stimuli for
these neurons.

Many visually responsive neurons react strongly to sudden transitions in
the level of image illumination, a temporal analog of their responsiveness
to light-dark spatial boundaries. Static images are not very effective at
evoking visual responses. In awake animals, images are constantly kept
inmotion across the retina by eyemovements. In experiments inwhich the
eyes are fixed, moving light bars and gratings, or gratings undergoing pe-
riodic light-dark reversals (called counterphase gratings) are used as more
effective stimuli than static images. Some neurons in primary visual cortex
are directionally selective; they respond more strongly to stimuli moving
in one direction than in the other.
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Dorsal (“where”) System

selectivity, but translated or scaled receptive fields, produces
responses that are invariant to translation or scale. An approximate
maximum operation, known as softmax, can also be performed by
a normalized dot product neural circuitry similar to the selectivity
operation (Serre et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2002). In the simulations
described here, we used the maximum operation over afferent
inputs instead of the softmax.

S1 and C1 layers

The selectivity and invariance operations are performed in
alternating layers (see Fig. 1): S1, C1, S2, and C2. In the feedfor-
ward direction, the pixels of the gray level valued image are
processed by S1 units that correspond to “simple” cells in V1.
They have Gabor receptive field profiles with different sizes and
four orientations (0, 45, 90, and 135°). The S1 filter, h, is given by
the Gabor function
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where p1 and p2 indicate the coordinate indices centered on the S1
unit’s receptive field and range between –# and #, ' gives the
orientation of the filter, and & gives the phase offset. For all S1 filters
the parameters were set to: $ # 2.1, "x # 2#/3, "y # 2#/1.8, and
& # 0. The responses of S1 units are the normalized dot product
of the Gabor filter and the image patch within the receptive field.
The sigmoid nonlinearity is not used in the S1 selectivity function.
This results in a model of simple V1 neurons that is similar to that
presented in Carandini et al. (1997) and Heeger (1993). S1 re-
sponses were rectified by taking their absolute value, which is
equivalent to having rectified S1 units of both signs project to the
same efferent units. C1 units, which correspond to complex V1
cells, perform the invariance operation (maximum function) over
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FIG. 1. Model of V4 shape representation. Our model of V4 (left) is part of an extensive theory of object recognition (right) dealing with the computations
and neuronal circuits in the feedforward pathway of the ventral stream in primate visual cortex (Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999; Serre et al. 2005). The response
of a C2 unit (left top) is used to model the responses of individual V4 neurons and is determined by the preceding layers of units, corresponding to earlier stages
of the ventral pathway before area V4. The build-up of selectivity and invariance is implemented by the alternating hierarchical layers of “simple” S units,
performing a selectivity operation, and “complex” C units performing an invariance operation. The designation of simple and complex follows the convention
of distinguishing between the orientation-tuned, phase-dependent simple cells and the translation-invariant complex cells of V1 (Hubel and Wiesel 1962, 1968).
Because V4 neurons exhibit both selectivity for complex shapes and invariance to local translation, V4 neurons are modeled with the responses of C2 units by
the combination of translated copies of S2 unit afferents with identical selectivity, but shifted receptive fields, following the same construction principle as in
S1 and C1 layers. The lower S1 and C1 units of the model are analogous to neurons in area V1. In the feedforward direction, the image is processed by simple
V1-like S1 units that send efferent projections to complex V1-like C1 units (for clarity, only a subset of C1 units are shown). S2 units receive input from a specific
combination of C1 unit afferents and are selective for a particular activation of those inputs. Finally, the C2 unit pools over shifted S2 units. The resulting C2
unit produces a high response to a specific stimulus and is invariant to the exact position of the stimulus within the receptive field (the full receptive field spans
the union of the receptive fields of S1 units). For different, nonoptimal stimuli, the C2 response falls off as the afferent activity deviates from the optimal pattern.
Most parameters in the model are fixed, except for the C1 and S2 connectivity (indicated by shaded rectangular region), which is varied to fit the individual neural
responses. Details of the model implementation and the fitting procedures can be found in METHODS.
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Hierarchical processing beyond V1

Ventral (“what”) System



Background: Thoughts on (some) cortical functions

I Sense data arrives locally; perception involves knitting these
together into objects.

I Localized contours ⇒ perceive visual objects

I Punctate somatosensory stimuli ⇒ perceive chair, floor, pieces
of clothing, pen

I Auditory stimuli transduced punctate in frequency and time ⇒
perceive sounds of different objects

I Object perception is invariant to, yet dependent on, details of
local sense data:

I Similarly on motor side: we experience high-level motor
plans/intentions (“grasp my pen”) invariant to, yet dependent
on, detailed implementation.

I How?
I Long-range (contextual) interactions within one cortical area
I Hierarchical feedforward/feedback between areas; larger

invariant structures emerge gradually (small steps per area;
e.g. V2, but not V1, responds to illusory contours)
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Background: Thoughts on (some) cortical functions

I How do contextual and top-down influences modulate
responses?

I Classical receptive field selectivity – e.g. for orientation,
position – largely or entirely created by arrangement of
feedforward inputs onto layer 4 cells:

I Reid and Alonso, 1995; Kara, . . ., Reid 2003;
I David Ferster’s lab, 1996 – 2008 (review: Priebe & Ferster,

2008);
I Judith Hirsch’s lab, 2003 – 2006;
I Our lab, 1998 – 2003 (theory);
I Related evidence in rat whisker-barrel cortex (e.g. Bruno and

Simons, Bruno and Sakmann, DeContreras)

I Context, attention primarily appear to modulate gain of
response
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• Review of visual cortex anatomy and cortical processing

• Experimental measurements of spontaneous activity in 
primary visual cortex

• Standard framework for explanation: Hebbian assembly/
attractor network paradigm

Overview of Talk, part 1



 Primary Visual Cortex (V1)

retina LGN (thalamus) V1 (cortex) 
Primary visual cortex (V1)

! The first area of cortex to receive
visual information (from LGN)

! Neurons respond selectively to
oriented visual stimuli



 LGN and V1 Receptive FieldsLGN and V1 Receptive Fields

LGN RFs are circularly symmetric; V1 RFs are orientation-tuned

Hubel and Wiesel, 1962



 V1 has a retinotopic mapV1 has a retinotopic map

Tootell et al., 1988; scalebar= 1cm

Right:
! TOP: RFs recorded in

vertical penetration (! to
surface). Positions stay
"constant.

! BOTTOM: RFs recorded in
horizontal penetration (# to
surface). 1mm movement
$ RFs " 1

2 -overlapping. Hubel and Wiesel, 1977



 LGN and V1 Receptive FieldsLGN and V1 Receptive Fields

LGN RFs are circularly symmetric; V1 RFs are orientation-tuned

Hubel and Wiesel, 1962
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LGN receptive fields
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  cellOn OffOff complex
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A B
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Figure 2.27: A) The Hubel-Wiesel model of orientation selectivity. The spatial
arrangement of the receptive fields of nine LGN neurons are shown, with a row
of three ON-center fields flanked on either side by rows of three OFF-center fields.
White areas denote ON fields and grey areas OFF fields. In the model, the con-
verging LGN inputs are summed linearly by the simple cell. This arrangement
produces a receptive field oriented in the vertical direction. B) The Hubel-Wiesel
model of a complex cell. Inputs from a number of simple cells with similar ori-
entation and spatial frequency preferences (! and k), but different spatial phase
preferences ("1, "2, "3, and "4), converge on a complex cell and are summed lin-
early. This produces a complex cell output that is selective for orientation and
spatial frequency, but not for spatial phase. The figure shows four simple cells
converging on a complex cell, but additional simple cells can be included to give a
more complete coverage of spatial phase.

2.8 Chapter Summary

We continued from chapter 1 our study of the ways that neurons encode
information, focusing on reverse-correlation analysis, particularly as ap-
plied to neurons in the retina, visual thalamus (LGN), and primary vi-
sual cortex. We used the tools of systems identification, especially the
linear filter, Wiener kernel, and static nonlinearity to build descriptive lin-
ear and nonlinear models of the transformation from dynamic stimuli to
time-dependent firing rates. We discussed the complex logarithmic map
governing the way that neighborhood relationships in the retina are trans-
formed into cortex, Nyquist sampling in the retina, and Gabor functions as
descriptivemodels of separable and nonseparable receptive fields. Models
based on Gabor filters and static nonlinearities were shown to account for
the basic response properties of simple and complex cells in primary visual
cortex, including selectivity for orientation, spatial frequency and phase,
velocity, and direction. Retinal ganglion cell and LGN responses were
modeled using a difference-of-Gaussians kernel. We briefly described sim-
ple circuit models of simple and complex cells.

Peter Dayan and L.F. Abbott Draft: December 17, 2000

LGN and V1 Receptive Fields

Hubel and Wiesel (1962)



 Moving Grating Visual Stimuli

2.3 Introduction to the Early Visual System 15

Figure 2.8 shows a cartoon of a similar grating (a spatial square-wave is
drawn rather than a sinusoid) and illustrates the significance of the pa-
rameters K,!,", and #. K and # are the spatial and temporal frequencies spatial frequency K

frequency #
orientation!
spatial phase "
amplitude A

of the grating (these are angular frequencies),! is its orientation," its spa-
tial phase, and A its contrast amplitude. This stimulus oscillates in both
space and time. At any fixed time, it oscillates in the direction perpendic-
ular to the orientation angle ! as a function of position, with wavelength
2$/K (figure 2.8A). At any fixed position, it oscillates in time with period
2$/# (figure 2.8B). For convenience, ! is measured relative to the y axis
rather than the x axis so that a stimulus with! = 0, varies in the x, but not
in the y, direction. " determines the spatial location of the light and dark
stripes of the grating. Changing " by an amount %" shifts the grating
in the direction perpendicular to its orientation by a fraction%"/2$ of its
wavelength. The contrast amplitude A controls the maximum degree of
difference between light and dark areas. Because x and y are measured in
degrees, K has the rather unusual units of radians per degree and K/2$ is
typically reported in units of cycles per degree. " has units of radians, #
is in radians per s, and #/2$ is in Hz.

!

s

t

0

x

y

A B

Figure 2.8: A counterphase grating. A) A portion of a square-wave grating anal-
ogous to the sinusoidal grating of equation 2.18. The lighter stripes are regions
where s > 0, and s < 0 within the darker stripes. K determines the wavelength
of the grating and ! its orientation. Changing its spatial phase " shifts the entire
light-dark pattern in the direction perpendicular to the stripes. B) The light-dark
intensity at any point of the spatial grating oscillates sinusoidally in time with pe-
riod 2$/#.

Experiments that consider reverse correlation and spike-triggered aver-
ages use various types of random and white-noise stimuli in addition to
bars and gratings. A white-noise stimulus, in this case, is one that is un- white-noise image
correlated in both space and time so that

1

T

! T

0
dt s(x, y, t)s(x!, y!, t+ &) = '2s ((&)((x" x!)((y" y!) . (2.19)

Of course, in practice a discrete approximation of such a stimulus must be
used by dividing the image space into pixels and time into small bins. In

Draft: December 17, 2000 Theoretical Neuroscience



 

Function: 
V1 Simple cells are edge detectors with different orientation preferences
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Figure 2.22: Responses to moving gratings estimated from a nonseparable space-
time receptive field. Dark areas in the receptive field diagrams represent OFF re-
gions and light areas ON regions. A-C) The stimulus is a grating moving to the
left. At the time corresponding to A, OFF regions overlap with dark bands and
the ON region overlaps a light band generating a strong response. At the time of
the estimate in B, the alignment is reversed, and L(t) is negative. C) A plot of L(t)
versus time corresponding to the responses generated in A-B. Time runs vertically
in this plot and L(t) is plotted horizontally with the dashed line indicating the zero
axis. D-F) The stimulus is a grating moving to the right. Because of the tilt of the
space-time receptive field, the alignment with the right-moving grating is never
optimal and the response is weak (F).

be selective for the direction of motion of a grating and for its velocity, direction selectivity
preferred velocityresponding most vigorously to an optimally spaced grating moving at a

velocity given, in terms of the parameters in equation 2.36, by c tan(!).

Static Nonlinearities - Simple Cells

Once the linear response estimate L(t) has been computed, the firing rate
of a visually responsive neuron can be approximated by using equation
2.8, rest(t) = r0 + F(L(t)) where F is an appropriately chosen static non-
linearity. The simplest choice for F consistent with the positive nature of
firing rates, is rectification, F = G[L]+, with G set to fit the magnitude of
the measured firing rates. However, this choice makes the firing rate a lin-
ear function of the contrast amplitude, which does not match the data on
the contrast dependence of visual responses. Neural responses saturate ascontrast saturation

Peter Dayan and L.F. Abbott Draft: December 17, 2000
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 Orientation Selectivity in V1
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Perhaps the most serious inadequacy of the feed-forward model is revealed by

a striking feature of simple cell responses, the contrast-invariance of orientation

tuning of the responses to drifting gratings (Sclar & Freeman 1982, Skottun et al

1987). As shown in Figure 4A, in real simple cells, the width of the orientation

tuning curve varies little as the contrast (strength) of the stimulus is varied. Only

the height of the tuning curve increases with contrast. This behavior is difficult

to explain in the simple feed-forward model of Hubel & Wiesel (1962) because

it is well known that the strengths of the responses of retinal ganglion cells (see

Troy & Enroth-Cugell 1993) and geniculate relay cells (Cheng et al 1995)

increase with the contrast of the stimulus. The difficulty is shown in Figure 4D,
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Figure 4 (A) Orientation tuning curves of a simple cell obtained with drifting simusoidal grat-

ings of three different contrasts (adapted from Sclar & Freeman 1982). (B and D) Sketch of

tuning curves of the synaptic potentials (D) and spikes (B) predicted from the feed-forwardmodel

of Hubel & Wiesel (1962). (C and E) Sketch of tuning curves of the synaptic potentials (E) and

spikes (C) predicted by the feed-forward model, layered with push-pull inhibition, as suggested

by (Troyer et al 1998). (Horizontal lines) Threshold.
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 V1 has a map of orientation preference (in higher mammals)V1 has a map of orientation preference

Bosking et al 1997

! Preferred orientation is
!constant from top to
bottom of cortex at a given
point

! Preferred orientation varies
periodically with movement
across the V1 surface

! Period !1 mm: all
orientations represented
within a 1 mm2 “functional
unit”



 Long-range V1 connections are orientation tunedLong-range V1 connections are orientation-tuned

Bosking et al 1997

Long-range V1 connections are orientation-tuned

Bosking et al 1997



 

Neurons sensitive to illusory contours in V2, but not in V1

Selectivity to more complicated features in higher areas



 

• Review of visual cortex anatomy and cortical processing

• Experimental measurements of spontaneous activity in 
primary visual cortex

• Standard framework for explanation: Hebbian assembly/
attractor network paradigm

Overview of Talk, part 1



 Structure of spontaneous activity in 
anesthetized cat V1

Example: Structure of spontaneous activity in anesthetized
cat visual cortex

Kenet et al 2003

Grinvald/Tsodyks labs:

! Voltage sensitive dyes used
to image activity with high
temporal resolution

! Frames of spontaneous
activity (without visual
stimulus) can resemble
visually evoked maps



 Characterizing the spontaneous activityCharacterizing the spontaneous activity

! Correlation Coe!cient "

..............................................................

Spontaneously emerging cortical
representations of visual attributes
Tal Kenet*, Dmitri Bibitchkov, Misha Tsodyks, Amiram Grinvald
& Amos Arieli

Department of Neurobiology, The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100,
Israel

* Present address: Keck Center for Integrative Neurosciences, University of California San Francisco,

513 Parnassus Avenue, Box 0732, San Francisco, California 94143, USA

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Spontaneous cortical activity—ongoing activity in the absence of
intentional sensory input—has been studied extensively1, using
methods ranging from EEG (electroencephalography)2–4,
through voltage sensitive dye imaging5–7, down to recordings
from single neurons8,9. Ongoing cortical activity has been shown
to play a critical role in development10–14, and must also be
essential for processing sensory perception, because it modulates
stimulus-evoked activity5,15,16, and is correlated with behaviour17.
Yet its role in the processing of external information and its
relationship to internal representations of sensory attributes
remains unknown. Using voltage sensitive dye imaging, we
previously established a close link between ongoing activity in
the visual cortex of anaesthetized cats and the spontaneous firing
of a single neuron6. Here we report that such activity encom-
passes a set of dynamically switching cortical states, many of
which correspond closely to orientation maps. When such an
orientation state emerged spontaneously, it spanned several
hypercolumns and was often followed by a state corresponding
to a proximal orientation.We suggest that dynamically switching
cortical states could represent the brain’s internal context, and
therefore reflect or influence memory, perception and behaviour.
To determine the existence of spontaneously occurring states that

correspond to cortical representations of orientations and charac-
terize their dynamics, we chose to explore cat area 18, where most
cells are selective for stimulus orientation, and therefore robust
functional maps corresponding to different orientations are readily
revealed. We used voltage sensitive dye imaging, which emphasizes
synaptic membrane potential changes (similar to intracellular
recordings from large populations of neurons18,19). We recorded
activity continuously in 30-s sessions (3,072 frames spaced 9.6ms
apart, covering a cortical area up to 4 £ 7mm) both in the presence
and absence of stimulation (full field oriented gratings, see Methods
for details). We used the evoked data to construct single-condition

and full-orientation maps, and used spatial correlation coefficients
between single frames of ongoing activity and the evoked maps to
evaluate similarity. Figure 1 illustrates the resemblance between a
spontaneous single frame (Fig. 1b), its best correlated orientation
map (Fig. 1a), and a single evoked frame (Fig. 1c). On average, the
maximal correlation coefficient for evoked frames with any par-
ticular map was only 10 ^ 5% higher than the maximal correlation
coefficients seen for spontaneous frames (0.63 and 0.58 respectively
in the example of Fig. 1). It is pertinent to note that the correlation
coefficients between twomaps obtained using the same stimulus, but
in different recording sessions, usually ranged between 0.7 and 0.8.

To establish that such intrinsic orientation states occurred spon-
taneously much more frequently than expected by chance, we
constructed control ‘artificial orientation maps’ (see Methods).
We compared the distribution of correlation coefficients between
spontaneous frames and the orientation maps (Fig. 2, red) with the
corresponding distribution obtained using the control maps (Fig. 2,
blue). Although both distributions were symmetrical around zero,
the one computed with the real orientation maps was much wider.
Specifically, whereas the maximal correlation coefficient with con-
trol patterns rarely exceeded 0.2 (less than 1% of the time), the
corresponding values for the real orientationmaps reached values as
high as 0.6, with themeanmaximal value across all hemispheres and
imaging sessions being 0.5 ^ 0.1. Overall, the threshold for signifi-
cant correlation (P , 0.01) was found to range between j0.18j and
j0.22j using any of the control patterns. For subsequent analysis we
conservatively set the threshold for significant correlation at j0.25j.
Using this threshold, we found that states corresponding to orien-
tation maps arise spontaneously about 20% of the time. Further-
more, we found that the amplitude of the most highly correlated
spontaneous states was on average only 30% lower than the
amplitude of the most highly correlated evoked single frames (see
Supplementary Information SI1 for additional information).

To characterize the distribution of spontaneous occurrences of
different orientation states, we quantified the occurrence of spon-
taneous frames that were significantly correlated with each of the
orientation maps. The obtained distribution was biased to states
corresponding to one of the cardinal orientations (08 and 908). An
example from one hemisphere is shown in Fig. 3a. Overall, themaps
corresponding to the two cardinal orientations appeared 20%more
often than those corresponding to the two oblique ones (458 and
1358), but this dynamical bias for different cats was highly variable,
ranging from 10% to 80% (see example from three extreme cases in
Fig. 3b, green). Additionally, states corresponding to oblique maps
emerged with smaller correlation coefficients than cardinal ones
(Fig. 3b, blue). These results indicate a strong dynamical over-

Figure 1 Comparing instantaneous patterns of spontaneous and evoked activity to the
averaged functional map. a, The orientation map using full-field gratings of vertical
orientation, obtained by averaging 165 frames (5 frames from each trial starting from

100ms after stimulus onset, over 33 stimulus presentations). b, A map obtained in a

single frame from a spontaneous recording session. c, A single frame from an evoked

session using the same orientation as for the map. Amplitude was computed as described

in Methods.

 

Figure 2 Spontaneously emerging orientation states. Red, example of the distribution of
correlation coefficients between the horizontal map and spontaneous frames over an

entire session. Blue, the same, using an inverted map. Each distribution was fitted to a

gaussian to compute the significance level, j0.25j for P , 0.01. The distribution was

similar regardless of control maps used. Actual significance values were computed from

the histograms resulting from correlations with all maps. Note that although low-pass

filtering the frames and maps predictably increased the value of the correlation

coefficients, the number of ‘significant frames’ remained similar, as the control correlation

coefficients increased proportionally.
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! Control pattern:
mirror-reflected map

! Spontaneous activity
contains larger amplitudes
of real maps (red) than
control maps (blue)

Idea: Spontaneous input equally drives all patterns with given
spatiotemporal frequency content;
Cortical circuitry selectively amplifies real map patterns



 Overview of Talk, part 1

• Review of visual cortex anatomy and cortical processing

• Experimental measurements of spontaneous activity in 
primary visual cortex

• Standard framework for explanation: Hebbian assembly/
attractor network paradigm



 Can Hebbian assemblies explain spontaneous activity?
Can Hebbian assemblies explain spontaneous activity?

Goldberg et al 2004:

! Rate model with “Mexican hat” connectivity in orientation
(“ring model”) to create positive eigenvalue !.

! Could replicate correlation coe!cient distribution with
! ! 0.5 – amplification & slowing ! 2".

! Also explored low-dimensional attractor regime (! > 1) –
doesn’t work.

Problems (to us):

! Much data argues against Mexican hat: excitation and
inhibition received by cells in layers 2-4 have same tuning (D.
Ferster, J. Hirsch, M. Sur).

! Preliminary analysis: both real map and control maps have
similar dynamics – # 80ms fluctuations.

Could data be explained with co-tuned, balanced excitation and
inhibition? (Murphy & Miller, 2009)



   Modeling Simplifications

Largely ignore laminar structure; imagine we are modeling 
interactions within layers 2/3

Units represent ensemble of neurons (a layer of a cortical column) 
with given stimulus selectivity, and possibly E/I type.  

!
dr
dt

= !r + f(Wr + I)

f(u) = [u! T ]
!

example:



 Hebbian assemblies: Hopfield Model 

s(t + 1) = sign(W s(t) + I(t))

!Wij = sisj

si = !µ
i

i, j = 1, ..., N

µ = 1, ..., p

Wij =
p!

µ=1

!µ
i !µ

j

(r = 1 + s)

Hebbian plasticity:

Present patterns                and train.

Symmetric matrix (thus normal).
For             all patterns are stable attractors. 
Works as associative memory (completes patterns from incomplete info)

p ! N



  Attractor Networks 

Model of V1: contrast invariant orientation tuning

Model of sustained activity in head-direction system of rats

Model of working memory
              associative memory

...

...
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distribution of the SI. We propose that these scenarios from the LGN, denoted !( r
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,t), which is Gaussian noise with mean

T and variance "n
2. The noise is temporally correlated with an expo-can be distinguished by studying how the width of the

nential decay and a time constant # set to 50 ms; (2) the recurrentSI distribution is affected by the size of the area of V1
feedback from the other columns in V1, mediated by a matrix J of

being imaged: only in the single state scenario does this interactions (Equation [1] or [2]). Thus, the expression for the input
width decrease with the size of the imaged area. In to the column located at r

!
during the ongoing activity is given by

addition, the combinatorial multiple state scenario, in
which several features are represented by a continuous h( r
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attractor manifold, requires substantial fine tuning. The
degree of fine tuning required increases as the number Spatial Correlations in the LGN Input
of multiple features is increased. The overrepresentation In the 2D model, spatial correlations were generated in the LGN

input by filtering spatially white Gaussian noise through the spatiallyof cardinal orientations observed recently in the ongoing
isotropic filteractivity (Kenet et al., 2003) indicates a lack of such

fine tuning.
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(180, and 180,) and the two preferred angles are spatially uncorre-In the 2D model, we also considered an architecture that modu-
lated; and (3) the cortical interactions include an additional termlates these interactions (Equation [1]) as a function of the distance
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% replaced the constant bias T in the LGN input with a spatially uniform
with periodic boundary conditions is unity. Gaussian process. In the simulation (Figures 5B and 5C), we used
Empirical Map of POs a process with a mean of 2.5, a standard deviation of 5, and a time

scale of 100 ms. The standard deviation of the local noise "n wasThe map +( r
!
) of the POs appearing in Figure 6A is a portion of an

empirical “angle map” (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993). To generate 1 and * $ 1.8.
this map, we used eight maps evoked in V1 of a cat by the presenta- The Three-Dimensional Spherical Model
tion of eight gratings of equally spaced orientations (courtesy of T. In the network simulations, each column was assigned two angles:
Kenet, A. Arieli, and A. Grinvald). The PO of each pixel was deter-

+j and !k. +j is spaced equally between (90, and 90, of orientation
mined by fitting a cosine to the modulation of its value across the (i.e., +j $ (.j/n; j $ (n/2 & 1,…,n/2, where n $!N is an integer).
evoked maps. The angle map was coarse grained to contain 28 / The angle !k (between 0, and 180,), which represents spatial fre-
28 pixels corresponding to a 3 mm / 3 mm area of cortex. Strictly quency (Bressloff and Cowan, 2002, 2003), was chosen as follows
speaking, this empirical map does not represent the PO of the LGN
input because presumably it is affected by cortical interactions.
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However, in our model, it can be shown that the differences between
the map of POs of the LGN input and that of the output are small,

This choice approximates a homogeneous density of states on theand we therefore neglect them.
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Figure 3. Network States of the Ring Model

(A) Phase diagram of the model. Abscissa: !, gain of cortical interac-
tions. Ordinate: T/"n is the ratio of the mean LGN drive to its standard
deviation. H denotes the homogeneous phase. M denotes the mar-
ginal phase. I denotes the amplitude instability phase.
(B) Snapshot of the input h(#) to the columns in the network as a
function of their PO, #, in the homogeneous phase (simulated for
the point in the phase diagram in panel (A) marked by a diamond,
! $ 1.2 and T/"n $ %0.5).
(C) Snapshot of the input h(#) in the marginal phase (calculated for
the point in the phase diagram marked by an asterisk, ! $ 1.2 and
T/"n $ 2).

different regions denoted H, M, and I. The H region is a
parameter regime where the network is in a single homo-
geneous state, corresponding to a flat profile in orientation
space of the synaptic input h(#,t ) plus some local noise
(Figure 3B). As ! is increased, the homogeneous state
becomes unstable, and the network crosses over to the
M region, which is termed the marginal phase (Ben Yishai
et al., 1995). In this region,h(#,t ) has a noisy cosine-shaped
profile in orientation space (Figure 3C). When the cortical
gain is further increased beyond! $ 2, the system crosses
into the I region, which is a regime of instability, where
the network undergoes runaway excitation and diverges.

In order to study the statistical structure of the spontane-
ous maps in the regimes of the model, we simulated the

Figure 4. Spontaneous Map Fluctuations in the H and M Regimesnetwork dynamics and calculated the value of the SI and
of the Ring Modelthe projections of the spontaneous maps onto the vectors
(A–E) Fluctuations in the H regime (for the point in parameter space
marked by a diamond in Figure 3A).M

!
0
ev and M

!
&/4

ev.
Spontaneous Maps in the H Regime (F–J) Fluctuations in the M regime (for the point marked by an as-
The H regime of the network dynamics corresponds to terisk).

(A and F) Scatter plot of the projections of the spontaneous mapsthe single state scenario discussed above. This scenario
is depicted schematically by the blue vector in Figure 2C: onto the evoked maps M

!
0

ev and M
!

&/4
ev.

(B and G) Distribution of the SI '. (Inset) The width " of the distributionthis vector has a small projection onto the subspace of
in the linear region of the H regime as a function of the cortical gain !.

evoked maps (dashed blue line) and a large component Solid line, analytical solution (see Equation [S6] in the Supplemental
within the orthogonal space of all otherN % 2 dimensions. Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1);
The network simulation shows that the scatter plot of the points, simulation results. "n $ 1 and T $ 3.

(C and H) Distribution of the spike-triggered SI 'spike. (Inset) The biasprojections on the subspace of evoked maps forms a
in the distribution of 'spike as a function of 1/!N in the H regime,single radial-symmetric Gaussian cloud centered about
where N is the number of columns in the network. The bias is definedthe origin (Figure 4A). The distribution of the SI is Gaussian
as the mean of this distribution normalized by the standard deviationshaped and narrow (Figure 4B). The width of the distribu- of the distribution of '. Points, simulation results; solid line, linear fit.

tion scales as 1/!N (data not shown), because the SI in- (D and I) Temporal evolution of the SI '(t ) as a function of time.
volves averaging over N weakly correlated columns. To (E and J) Autocorrelation function (ACF) of '(t ) as a function of the

time lag (. Note the different time bases in panels (D) versus (I) andstudy the effect of the cortical gain !, we consider the
in (E) versus (J).case where the bias T in the noisy input is large relative

to the standard deviation "n of the noise, implying that the
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Figure 3. Network States of the Ring Model

(A) Phase diagram of the model. Abscissa: !, gain of cortical interac-
tions. Ordinate: T/"n is the ratio of the mean LGN drive to its standard
deviation. H denotes the homogeneous phase. M denotes the mar-
ginal phase. I denotes the amplitude instability phase.
(B) Snapshot of the input h(#) to the columns in the network as a
function of their PO, #, in the homogeneous phase (simulated for
the point in the phase diagram in panel (A) marked by a diamond,
! $ 1.2 and T/"n $ %0.5).
(C) Snapshot of the input h(#) in the marginal phase (calculated for
the point in the phase diagram marked by an asterisk, ! $ 1.2 and
T/"n $ 2).

different regions denoted H, M, and I. The H region is a
parameter regime where the network is in a single homo-
geneous state, corresponding to a flat profile in orientation
space of the synaptic input h(#,t ) plus some local noise
(Figure 3B). As ! is increased, the homogeneous state
becomes unstable, and the network crosses over to the
M region, which is termed the marginal phase (Ben Yishai
et al., 1995). In this region,h(#,t ) has a noisy cosine-shaped
profile in orientation space (Figure 3C). When the cortical
gain is further increased beyond! $ 2, the system crosses
into the I region, which is a regime of instability, where
the network undergoes runaway excitation and diverges.

In order to study the statistical structure of the spontane-
ous maps in the regimes of the model, we simulated the

Figure 4. Spontaneous Map Fluctuations in the H and M Regimesnetwork dynamics and calculated the value of the SI and
of the Ring Modelthe projections of the spontaneous maps onto the vectors
(A–E) Fluctuations in the H regime (for the point in parameter space
marked by a diamond in Figure 3A).M
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Spontaneous Maps in the H Regime (F–J) Fluctuations in the M regime (for the point marked by an as-
The H regime of the network dynamics corresponds to terisk).

(A and F) Scatter plot of the projections of the spontaneous mapsthe single state scenario discussed above. This scenario
is depicted schematically by the blue vector in Figure 2C: onto the evoked maps M
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(B and G) Distribution of the SI '. (Inset) The width " of the distributionthis vector has a small projection onto the subspace of
in the linear region of the H regime as a function of the cortical gain !.

evoked maps (dashed blue line) and a large component Solid line, analytical solution (see Equation [S6] in the Supplemental
within the orthogonal space of all otherN % 2 dimensions. Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1);
The network simulation shows that the scatter plot of the points, simulation results. "n $ 1 and T $ 3.

(C and H) Distribution of the spike-triggered SI 'spike. (Inset) The biasprojections on the subspace of evoked maps forms a
in the distribution of 'spike as a function of 1/!N in the H regime,single radial-symmetric Gaussian cloud centered about
where N is the number of columns in the network. The bias is definedthe origin (Figure 4A). The distribution of the SI is Gaussian
as the mean of this distribution normalized by the standard deviationshaped and narrow (Figure 4B). The width of the distribu- of the distribution of '. Points, simulation results; solid line, linear fit.

tion scales as 1/!N (data not shown), because the SI in- (D and I) Temporal evolution of the SI '(t ) as a function of time.
volves averaging over N weakly correlated columns. To (E and J) Autocorrelation function (ACF) of '(t ) as a function of the

time lag (. Note the different time bases in panels (D) versus (I) andstudy the effect of the cortical gain !, we consider the
in (E) versus (J).case where the bias T in the noisy input is large relative

to the standard deviation "n of the noise, implying that the
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Figure 3. Network States of the Ring Model

(A) Phase diagram of the model. Abscissa: !, gain of cortical interac-
tions. Ordinate: T/"n is the ratio of the mean LGN drive to its standard
deviation. H denotes the homogeneous phase. M denotes the mar-
ginal phase. I denotes the amplitude instability phase.
(B) Snapshot of the input h(#) to the columns in the network as a
function of their PO, #, in the homogeneous phase (simulated for
the point in the phase diagram in panel (A) marked by a diamond,
! $ 1.2 and T/"n $ %0.5).
(C) Snapshot of the input h(#) in the marginal phase (calculated for
the point in the phase diagram marked by an asterisk, ! $ 1.2 and
T/"n $ 2).

different regions denoted H, M, and I. The H region is a
parameter regime where the network is in a single homo-
geneous state, corresponding to a flat profile in orientation
space of the synaptic input h(#,t ) plus some local noise
(Figure 3B). As ! is increased, the homogeneous state
becomes unstable, and the network crosses over to the
M region, which is termed the marginal phase (Ben Yishai
et al., 1995). In this region,h(#,t ) has a noisy cosine-shaped
profile in orientation space (Figure 3C). When the cortical
gain is further increased beyond! $ 2, the system crosses
into the I region, which is a regime of instability, where
the network undergoes runaway excitation and diverges.

In order to study the statistical structure of the spontane-
ous maps in the regimes of the model, we simulated the

Figure 4. Spontaneous Map Fluctuations in the H and M Regimesnetwork dynamics and calculated the value of the SI and
of the Ring Modelthe projections of the spontaneous maps onto the vectors
(A–E) Fluctuations in the H regime (for the point in parameter space
marked by a diamond in Figure 3A).M
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ev.
Spontaneous Maps in the H Regime (F–J) Fluctuations in the M regime (for the point marked by an as-
The H regime of the network dynamics corresponds to terisk).

(A and F) Scatter plot of the projections of the spontaneous mapsthe single state scenario discussed above. This scenario
is depicted schematically by the blue vector in Figure 2C: onto the evoked maps M
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(B and G) Distribution of the SI '. (Inset) The width " of the distributionthis vector has a small projection onto the subspace of
in the linear region of the H regime as a function of the cortical gain !.

evoked maps (dashed blue line) and a large component Solid line, analytical solution (see Equation [S6] in the Supplemental
within the orthogonal space of all otherN % 2 dimensions. Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1);
The network simulation shows that the scatter plot of the points, simulation results. "n $ 1 and T $ 3.

(C and H) Distribution of the spike-triggered SI 'spike. (Inset) The biasprojections on the subspace of evoked maps forms a
in the distribution of 'spike as a function of 1/!N in the H regime,single radial-symmetric Gaussian cloud centered about
where N is the number of columns in the network. The bias is definedthe origin (Figure 4A). The distribution of the SI is Gaussian
as the mean of this distribution normalized by the standard deviationshaped and narrow (Figure 4B). The width of the distribu- of the distribution of '. Points, simulation results; solid line, linear fit.

tion scales as 1/!N (data not shown), because the SI in- (D and I) Temporal evolution of the SI '(t ) as a function of time.
volves averaging over N weakly correlated columns. To (E and J) Autocorrelation function (ACF) of '(t ) as a function of the

time lag (. Note the different time bases in panels (D) versus (I) andstudy the effect of the cortical gain !, we consider the
in (E) versus (J).case where the bias T in the noisy input is large relative

to the standard deviation "n of the noise, implying that the
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Figure 3. Network States of the Ring Model

(A) Phase diagram of the model. Abscissa: !, gain of cortical interac-
tions. Ordinate: T/"n is the ratio of the mean LGN drive to its standard
deviation. H denotes the homogeneous phase. M denotes the mar-
ginal phase. I denotes the amplitude instability phase.
(B) Snapshot of the input h(#) to the columns in the network as a
function of their PO, #, in the homogeneous phase (simulated for
the point in the phase diagram in panel (A) marked by a diamond,
! $ 1.2 and T/"n $ %0.5).
(C) Snapshot of the input h(#) in the marginal phase (calculated for
the point in the phase diagram marked by an asterisk, ! $ 1.2 and
T/"n $ 2).

different regions denoted H, M, and I. The H region is a
parameter regime where the network is in a single homo-
geneous state, corresponding to a flat profile in orientation
space of the synaptic input h(#,t ) plus some local noise
(Figure 3B). As ! is increased, the homogeneous state
becomes unstable, and the network crosses over to the
M region, which is termed the marginal phase (Ben Yishai
et al., 1995). In this region,h(#,t ) has a noisy cosine-shaped
profile in orientation space (Figure 3C). When the cortical
gain is further increased beyond! $ 2, the system crosses
into the I region, which is a regime of instability, where
the network undergoes runaway excitation and diverges.

In order to study the statistical structure of the spontane-
ous maps in the regimes of the model, we simulated the

Figure 4. Spontaneous Map Fluctuations in the H and M Regimesnetwork dynamics and calculated the value of the SI and
of the Ring Modelthe projections of the spontaneous maps onto the vectors
(A–E) Fluctuations in the H regime (for the point in parameter space
marked by a diamond in Figure 3A).M
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Spontaneous Maps in the H Regime (F–J) Fluctuations in the M regime (for the point marked by an as-
The H regime of the network dynamics corresponds to terisk).

(A and F) Scatter plot of the projections of the spontaneous mapsthe single state scenario discussed above. This scenario
is depicted schematically by the blue vector in Figure 2C: onto the evoked maps M
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(B and G) Distribution of the SI '. (Inset) The width " of the distributionthis vector has a small projection onto the subspace of
in the linear region of the H regime as a function of the cortical gain !.

evoked maps (dashed blue line) and a large component Solid line, analytical solution (see Equation [S6] in the Supplemental
within the orthogonal space of all otherN % 2 dimensions. Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1);
The network simulation shows that the scatter plot of the points, simulation results. "n $ 1 and T $ 3.

(C and H) Distribution of the spike-triggered SI 'spike. (Inset) The biasprojections on the subspace of evoked maps forms a
in the distribution of 'spike as a function of 1/!N in the H regime,single radial-symmetric Gaussian cloud centered about
where N is the number of columns in the network. The bias is definedthe origin (Figure 4A). The distribution of the SI is Gaussian
as the mean of this distribution normalized by the standard deviationshaped and narrow (Figure 4B). The width of the distribu- of the distribution of '. Points, simulation results; solid line, linear fit.

tion scales as 1/!N (data not shown), because the SI in- (D and I) Temporal evolution of the SI '(t ) as a function of time.
volves averaging over N weakly correlated columns. To (E and J) Autocorrelation function (ACF) of '(t ) as a function of the

time lag (. Note the different time bases in panels (D) versus (I) andstudy the effect of the cortical gain !, we consider the
in (E) versus (J).case where the bias T in the noisy input is large relative

to the standard deviation "n of the noise, implying that the
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Figure 5. Encoding Multiple Features in V1

(A–C) The unary multiple feature scenario.
(D–H) The combinatorial multiple feature sce-
nario.
(A) The cortical states of orientation and di-
rection are arranged on two distinct rings.
(B) The temporal evolution of the SIs of the
network state with a state of orientation (!o,
thin line) and a state of direction (!d, thick line).
(C) The distribution of !o.
(D) The cortical states of orientation and spa-
tial frequency are arranged on a sphere, such
that the longitudinal angle " represents orien-
tation and the latitudinal angle ! represents
spatial frequency.
(E) Scatter plot of the projections of the spon-
taneous maps onto the evoked maps M

!
0

ev

and M
!

#/4
ev in the M regime, corresponding to

the point in parameter space marked by an
asterisk in Figure 3A.
(F) Distribution of the SI, !, in the M regime
(for the point in parameter space marked by
an asterisk in Figure 3A).
(G) The decay time $W of the ACF as a function
of N, in the M regimes of the ring model
(points) and the three-dimensional spherical
model (crosses), calculated from network
simulations. Solid lines, linear fit. $w was ex-
tracted by fitting an exponential decay to the
ACF for lags between 0 and 0.5 s.

(H) Analytical solution of the probability density function (pdf) of the SI, !, in the M regime of a d % 1 sphere of cortical states encoding d
features at the large N limit (see Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1). The number
of features is indicated below each pdf.

is identical to that of the ring model (Figure 3A). However, of the local noise onto the surface of the sphere that
increases as d/N with the dimensionality of the sphere.the statistics of the spontaneous fluctuations are affected

by the spherical structure of the attractor manifold in the
M regime. This is evident from the projection of the sponta-

Two-Dimensional Model of V1neous maps onto the subspace of evoked maps of orienta-
In this section, we extend our study to a 2D model.tion, i.e, the equatorial plane (Figure 5E). The resulting
This allows us to consider several hitherto neglecteddistribution of the SI with any given state of the network
aspects. First, our analysis of the network size depen-is essentially flat and spans nearly the whole range
dence of the variance and the time scale of the SI fluctua-between&1 and 1 (Figures 5F). Thus, the additional feature
tions were based on the assumption that the noise driv-slightly reduces the width of the distribution of the SI
ing the network was spatially uncorrelated. Using a 2D(compare Figures 5F and 4G). As expected in general for
model, we will study the important effects of spatialattractor manifolds both in the ring model and in the three-
correlations in the input from the LGN. Additionally, adimensional spherical model, the time scale$W of the ACF
2D model will allow us to incorporate spatially restrictedscales linearly with N (Figure 5G). Nevertheless, the slope
cortical interactions. For the 2D model, we revert tois smaller in the latter model (crosses) than in the former
cortical interactions that encode a single feature of ori-(points), because the network state has an additional di-

mension to wander along and can thus drift away faster entation and use a cortical map of POs "( r
!
) which was

extracted from the optical imaging data (Figure 6A, cour-from any given state.
tesy of T. Kenet, A. Arieli, and A. Grinvald). This mapNext we consider an attractor manifold that encodes an
corresponds to a 3 mm ' 3 mm portion of an empiricalarbitrary number d of features in a combinatorial fashion,
“angle map” (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993). This sizecorresponding to a d-dimensional sphere. In this case,
is within the range used in recent studies of ongoingthe distribution of the SI can be calculated analytically in
cortical activity and contains about 15 pinwheels (Mullerthe limit of large N (Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data
et al., 2000). The observed cortical angle map showsat http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/
a nonuniform distribution of POs (Figure 6B), with anDC1). For d equals 1 or 2, we recover the bimodal and flat
overrepresentation of the orientation " ( 0. In order todistributions of the ring and three-dimensional spherical
investigate the properties of multiple orientation states,models, respectively. As the number of features is in-

creased, the distribution becomes narrower and more we performedsmall local adjustments on "( r
!
) of Figure

6A to preserve a uniform distribution of POs across thisGaussian-like (Figure 5H). The time scale $W of wander-
ing among states is proportional to N/d and thus de- portion of the map (see Experimental Procedures). This

transformation mimics a possible local compensationcreases with the number of features encoded on the
sphere. This is due to the variance of the projection mechanism (e.g., by varying the local synaptic strength)
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(A–C) The unary multiple feature scenario.
(D–H) The combinatorial multiple feature sce-
nario.
(A) The cortical states of orientation and di-
rection are arranged on two distinct rings.
(B) The temporal evolution of the SIs of the
network state with a state of orientation (!o,
thin line) and a state of direction (!d, thick line).
(C) The distribution of !o.
(D) The cortical states of orientation and spa-
tial frequency are arranged on a sphere, such
that the longitudinal angle " represents orien-
tation and the latitudinal angle ! represents
spatial frequency.
(E) Scatter plot of the projections of the spon-
taneous maps onto the evoked maps M
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asterisk in Figure 3A.
(F) Distribution of the SI, !, in the M regime
(for the point in parameter space marked by
an asterisk in Figure 3A).
(G) The decay time $W of the ACF as a function
of N, in the M regimes of the ring model
(points) and the three-dimensional spherical
model (crosses), calculated from network
simulations. Solid lines, linear fit. $w was ex-
tracted by fitting an exponential decay to the
ACF for lags between 0 and 0.5 s.

(H) Analytical solution of the probability density function (pdf) of the SI, !, in the M regime of a d % 1 sphere of cortical states encoding d
features at the large N limit (see Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1). The number
of features is indicated below each pdf.

is identical to that of the ring model (Figure 3A). However, of the local noise onto the surface of the sphere that
increases as d/N with the dimensionality of the sphere.the statistics of the spontaneous fluctuations are affected

by the spherical structure of the attractor manifold in the
M regime. This is evident from the projection of the sponta-

Two-Dimensional Model of V1neous maps onto the subspace of evoked maps of orienta-
In this section, we extend our study to a 2D model.tion, i.e, the equatorial plane (Figure 5E). The resulting
This allows us to consider several hitherto neglecteddistribution of the SI with any given state of the network
aspects. First, our analysis of the network size depen-is essentially flat and spans nearly the whole range
dence of the variance and the time scale of the SI fluctua-between&1 and 1 (Figures 5F). Thus, the additional feature
tions were based on the assumption that the noise driv-slightly reduces the width of the distribution of the SI
ing the network was spatially uncorrelated. Using a 2D(compare Figures 5F and 4G). As expected in general for
model, we will study the important effects of spatialattractor manifolds both in the ring model and in the three-
correlations in the input from the LGN. Additionally, adimensional spherical model, the time scale$W of the ACF
2D model will allow us to incorporate spatially restrictedscales linearly with N (Figure 5G). Nevertheless, the slope
cortical interactions. For the 2D model, we revert tois smaller in the latter model (crosses) than in the former
cortical interactions that encode a single feature of ori-(points), because the network state has an additional di-

mension to wander along and can thus drift away faster entation and use a cortical map of POs "( r
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) which was

extracted from the optical imaging data (Figure 6A, cour-from any given state.
tesy of T. Kenet, A. Arieli, and A. Grinvald). This mapNext we consider an attractor manifold that encodes an
corresponds to a 3 mm ' 3 mm portion of an empiricalarbitrary number d of features in a combinatorial fashion,
“angle map” (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993). This sizecorresponding to a d-dimensional sphere. In this case,
is within the range used in recent studies of ongoingthe distribution of the SI can be calculated analytically in
cortical activity and contains about 15 pinwheels (Mullerthe limit of large N (Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data
et al., 2000). The observed cortical angle map showsat http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/
a nonuniform distribution of POs (Figure 6B), with anDC1). For d equals 1 or 2, we recover the bimodal and flat
overrepresentation of the orientation " ( 0. In order todistributions of the ring and three-dimensional spherical
investigate the properties of multiple orientation states,models, respectively. As the number of features is in-

creased, the distribution becomes narrower and more we performedsmall local adjustments on "( r
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) of Figure

6A to preserve a uniform distribution of POs across thisGaussian-like (Figure 5H). The time scale $W of wander-
ing among states is proportional to N/d and thus de- portion of the map (see Experimental Procedures). This

transformation mimics a possible local compensationcreases with the number of features encoded on the
sphere. This is due to the variance of the projection mechanism (e.g., by varying the local synaptic strength)
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Figure 3. Network States of the Ring Model

(A) Phase diagram of the model. Abscissa: !, gain of cortical interac-
tions. Ordinate: T/"n is the ratio of the mean LGN drive to its standard
deviation. H denotes the homogeneous phase. M denotes the mar-
ginal phase. I denotes the amplitude instability phase.
(B) Snapshot of the input h(#) to the columns in the network as a
function of their PO, #, in the homogeneous phase (simulated for
the point in the phase diagram in panel (A) marked by a diamond,
! $ 1.2 and T/"n $ %0.5).
(C) Snapshot of the input h(#) in the marginal phase (calculated for
the point in the phase diagram marked by an asterisk, ! $ 1.2 and
T/"n $ 2).

different regions denoted H, M, and I. The H region is a
parameter regime where the network is in a single homo-
geneous state, corresponding to a flat profile in orientation
space of the synaptic input h(#,t ) plus some local noise
(Figure 3B). As ! is increased, the homogeneous state
becomes unstable, and the network crosses over to the
M region, which is termed the marginal phase (Ben Yishai
et al., 1995). In this region,h(#,t ) has a noisy cosine-shaped
profile in orientation space (Figure 3C). When the cortical
gain is further increased beyond! $ 2, the system crosses
into the I region, which is a regime of instability, where
the network undergoes runaway excitation and diverges.

In order to study the statistical structure of the spontane-
ous maps in the regimes of the model, we simulated the

Figure 4. Spontaneous Map Fluctuations in the H and M Regimesnetwork dynamics and calculated the value of the SI and
of the Ring Modelthe projections of the spontaneous maps onto the vectors
(A–E) Fluctuations in the H regime (for the point in parameter space
marked by a diamond in Figure 3A).M
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Spontaneous Maps in the H Regime (F–J) Fluctuations in the M regime (for the point marked by an as-
The H regime of the network dynamics corresponds to terisk).

(A and F) Scatter plot of the projections of the spontaneous mapsthe single state scenario discussed above. This scenario
is depicted schematically by the blue vector in Figure 2C: onto the evoked maps M
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(B and G) Distribution of the SI '. (Inset) The width " of the distributionthis vector has a small projection onto the subspace of
in the linear region of the H regime as a function of the cortical gain !.

evoked maps (dashed blue line) and a large component Solid line, analytical solution (see Equation [S6] in the Supplemental
within the orthogonal space of all otherN % 2 dimensions. Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1);
The network simulation shows that the scatter plot of the points, simulation results. "n $ 1 and T $ 3.

(C and H) Distribution of the spike-triggered SI 'spike. (Inset) The biasprojections on the subspace of evoked maps forms a
in the distribution of 'spike as a function of 1/!N in the H regime,single radial-symmetric Gaussian cloud centered about
where N is the number of columns in the network. The bias is definedthe origin (Figure 4A). The distribution of the SI is Gaussian
as the mean of this distribution normalized by the standard deviationshaped and narrow (Figure 4B). The width of the distribu- of the distribution of '. Points, simulation results; solid line, linear fit.

tion scales as 1/!N (data not shown), because the SI in- (D and I) Temporal evolution of the SI '(t ) as a function of time.
volves averaging over N weakly correlated columns. To (E and J) Autocorrelation function (ACF) of '(t ) as a function of the

time lag (. Note the different time bases in panels (D) versus (I) andstudy the effect of the cortical gain !, we consider the
in (E) versus (J).case where the bias T in the noisy input is large relative

to the standard deviation "n of the noise, implying that the
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Figure 5. Encoding Multiple Features in V1

(A–C) The unary multiple feature scenario.
(D–H) The combinatorial multiple feature sce-
nario.
(A) The cortical states of orientation and di-
rection are arranged on two distinct rings.
(B) The temporal evolution of the SIs of the
network state with a state of orientation (!o,
thin line) and a state of direction (!d, thick line).
(C) The distribution of !o.
(D) The cortical states of orientation and spa-
tial frequency are arranged on a sphere, such
that the longitudinal angle " represents orien-
tation and the latitudinal angle ! represents
spatial frequency.
(E) Scatter plot of the projections of the spon-
taneous maps onto the evoked maps M
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ev in the M regime, corresponding to

the point in parameter space marked by an
asterisk in Figure 3A.
(F) Distribution of the SI, !, in the M regime
(for the point in parameter space marked by
an asterisk in Figure 3A).
(G) The decay time $W of the ACF as a function
of N, in the M regimes of the ring model
(points) and the three-dimensional spherical
model (crosses), calculated from network
simulations. Solid lines, linear fit. $w was ex-
tracted by fitting an exponential decay to the
ACF for lags between 0 and 0.5 s.

(H) Analytical solution of the probability density function (pdf) of the SI, !, in the M regime of a d % 1 sphere of cortical states encoding d
features at the large N limit (see Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1). The number
of features is indicated below each pdf.

is identical to that of the ring model (Figure 3A). However, of the local noise onto the surface of the sphere that
increases as d/N with the dimensionality of the sphere.the statistics of the spontaneous fluctuations are affected

by the spherical structure of the attractor manifold in the
M regime. This is evident from the projection of the sponta-

Two-Dimensional Model of V1neous maps onto the subspace of evoked maps of orienta-
In this section, we extend our study to a 2D model.tion, i.e, the equatorial plane (Figure 5E). The resulting
This allows us to consider several hitherto neglecteddistribution of the SI with any given state of the network
aspects. First, our analysis of the network size depen-is essentially flat and spans nearly the whole range
dence of the variance and the time scale of the SI fluctua-between&1 and 1 (Figures 5F). Thus, the additional feature
tions were based on the assumption that the noise driv-slightly reduces the width of the distribution of the SI
ing the network was spatially uncorrelated. Using a 2D(compare Figures 5F and 4G). As expected in general for
model, we will study the important effects of spatialattractor manifolds both in the ring model and in the three-
correlations in the input from the LGN. Additionally, adimensional spherical model, the time scale$W of the ACF
2D model will allow us to incorporate spatially restrictedscales linearly with N (Figure 5G). Nevertheless, the slope
cortical interactions. For the 2D model, we revert tois smaller in the latter model (crosses) than in the former
cortical interactions that encode a single feature of ori-(points), because the network state has an additional di-

mension to wander along and can thus drift away faster entation and use a cortical map of POs "( r
!
) which was

extracted from the optical imaging data (Figure 6A, cour-from any given state.
tesy of T. Kenet, A. Arieli, and A. Grinvald). This mapNext we consider an attractor manifold that encodes an
corresponds to a 3 mm ' 3 mm portion of an empiricalarbitrary number d of features in a combinatorial fashion,
“angle map” (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993). This sizecorresponding to a d-dimensional sphere. In this case,
is within the range used in recent studies of ongoingthe distribution of the SI can be calculated analytically in
cortical activity and contains about 15 pinwheels (Mullerthe limit of large N (Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data
et al., 2000). The observed cortical angle map showsat http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/
a nonuniform distribution of POs (Figure 6B), with anDC1). For d equals 1 or 2, we recover the bimodal and flat
overrepresentation of the orientation " ( 0. In order todistributions of the ring and three-dimensional spherical
investigate the properties of multiple orientation states,models, respectively. As the number of features is in-

creased, the distribution becomes narrower and more we performedsmall local adjustments on "( r
!
) of Figure

6A to preserve a uniform distribution of POs across thisGaussian-like (Figure 5H). The time scale $W of wander-
ing among states is proportional to N/d and thus de- portion of the map (see Experimental Procedures). This

transformation mimics a possible local compensationcreases with the number of features encoded on the
sphere. This is due to the variance of the projection mechanism (e.g., by varying the local synaptic strength)
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Figure 3. Network States of the Ring Model

(A) Phase diagram of the model. Abscissa: !, gain of cortical interac-
tions. Ordinate: T/"n is the ratio of the mean LGN drive to its standard
deviation. H denotes the homogeneous phase. M denotes the mar-
ginal phase. I denotes the amplitude instability phase.
(B) Snapshot of the input h(#) to the columns in the network as a
function of their PO, #, in the homogeneous phase (simulated for
the point in the phase diagram in panel (A) marked by a diamond,
! $ 1.2 and T/"n $ %0.5).
(C) Snapshot of the input h(#) in the marginal phase (calculated for
the point in the phase diagram marked by an asterisk, ! $ 1.2 and
T/"n $ 2).

different regions denoted H, M, and I. The H region is a
parameter regime where the network is in a single homo-
geneous state, corresponding to a flat profile in orientation
space of the synaptic input h(#,t ) plus some local noise
(Figure 3B). As ! is increased, the homogeneous state
becomes unstable, and the network crosses over to the
M region, which is termed the marginal phase (Ben Yishai
et al., 1995). In this region,h(#,t ) has a noisy cosine-shaped
profile in orientation space (Figure 3C). When the cortical
gain is further increased beyond! $ 2, the system crosses
into the I region, which is a regime of instability, where
the network undergoes runaway excitation and diverges.

In order to study the statistical structure of the spontane-
ous maps in the regimes of the model, we simulated the

Figure 4. Spontaneous Map Fluctuations in the H and M Regimesnetwork dynamics and calculated the value of the SI and
of the Ring Modelthe projections of the spontaneous maps onto the vectors
(A–E) Fluctuations in the H regime (for the point in parameter space
marked by a diamond in Figure 3A).M

!
0
ev and M

!
&/4

ev.
Spontaneous Maps in the H Regime (F–J) Fluctuations in the M regime (for the point marked by an as-
The H regime of the network dynamics corresponds to terisk).

(A and F) Scatter plot of the projections of the spontaneous mapsthe single state scenario discussed above. This scenario
is depicted schematically by the blue vector in Figure 2C: onto the evoked maps M

!
0
ev and M

!
&/4

ev.
(B and G) Distribution of the SI '. (Inset) The width " of the distributionthis vector has a small projection onto the subspace of
in the linear region of the H regime as a function of the cortical gain !.

evoked maps (dashed blue line) and a large component Solid line, analytical solution (see Equation [S6] in the Supplemental
within the orthogonal space of all otherN % 2 dimensions. Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1);
The network simulation shows that the scatter plot of the points, simulation results. "n $ 1 and T $ 3.

(C and H) Distribution of the spike-triggered SI 'spike. (Inset) The biasprojections on the subspace of evoked maps forms a
in the distribution of 'spike as a function of 1/!N in the H regime,single radial-symmetric Gaussian cloud centered about
where N is the number of columns in the network. The bias is definedthe origin (Figure 4A). The distribution of the SI is Gaussian
as the mean of this distribution normalized by the standard deviationshaped and narrow (Figure 4B). The width of the distribu- of the distribution of '. Points, simulation results; solid line, linear fit.

tion scales as 1/!N (data not shown), because the SI in- (D and I) Temporal evolution of the SI '(t ) as a function of time.
volves averaging over N weakly correlated columns. To (E and J) Autocorrelation function (ACF) of '(t ) as a function of the

time lag (. Note the different time bases in panels (D) versus (I) andstudy the effect of the cortical gain !, we consider the
in (E) versus (J).case where the bias T in the noisy input is large relative

to the standard deviation "n of the noise, implying that the
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Figure 5. Encoding Multiple Features in V1

(A–C) The unary multiple feature scenario.
(D–H) The combinatorial multiple feature sce-
nario.
(A) The cortical states of orientation and di-
rection are arranged on two distinct rings.
(B) The temporal evolution of the SIs of the
network state with a state of orientation (!o,
thin line) and a state of direction (!d, thick line).
(C) The distribution of !o.
(D) The cortical states of orientation and spa-
tial frequency are arranged on a sphere, such
that the longitudinal angle " represents orien-
tation and the latitudinal angle ! represents
spatial frequency.
(E) Scatter plot of the projections of the spon-
taneous maps onto the evoked maps M

!
0
ev

and M
!

#/4
ev in the M regime, corresponding to

the point in parameter space marked by an
asterisk in Figure 3A.
(F) Distribution of the SI, !, in the M regime
(for the point in parameter space marked by
an asterisk in Figure 3A).
(G) The decay time $W of the ACF as a function
of N, in the M regimes of the ring model
(points) and the three-dimensional spherical
model (crosses), calculated from network
simulations. Solid lines, linear fit. $w was ex-
tracted by fitting an exponential decay to the
ACF for lags between 0 and 0.5 s.

(H) Analytical solution of the probability density function (pdf) of the SI, !, in the M regime of a d % 1 sphere of cortical states encoding d
features at the large N limit (see Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/DC1). The number
of features is indicated below each pdf.

is identical to that of the ring model (Figure 3A). However, of the local noise onto the surface of the sphere that
increases as d/N with the dimensionality of the sphere.the statistics of the spontaneous fluctuations are affected

by the spherical structure of the attractor manifold in the
M regime. This is evident from the projection of the sponta-

Two-Dimensional Model of V1neous maps onto the subspace of evoked maps of orienta-
In this section, we extend our study to a 2D model.tion, i.e, the equatorial plane (Figure 5E). The resulting
This allows us to consider several hitherto neglecteddistribution of the SI with any given state of the network
aspects. First, our analysis of the network size depen-is essentially flat and spans nearly the whole range
dence of the variance and the time scale of the SI fluctua-between&1 and 1 (Figures 5F). Thus, the additional feature
tions were based on the assumption that the noise driv-slightly reduces the width of the distribution of the SI
ing the network was spatially uncorrelated. Using a 2D(compare Figures 5F and 4G). As expected in general for
model, we will study the important effects of spatialattractor manifolds both in the ring model and in the three-
correlations in the input from the LGN. Additionally, adimensional spherical model, the time scale$W of the ACF
2D model will allow us to incorporate spatially restrictedscales linearly with N (Figure 5G). Nevertheless, the slope
cortical interactions. For the 2D model, we revert tois smaller in the latter model (crosses) than in the former
cortical interactions that encode a single feature of ori-(points), because the network state has an additional di-

mension to wander along and can thus drift away faster entation and use a cortical map of POs "( r
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) which was

extracted from the optical imaging data (Figure 6A, cour-from any given state.
tesy of T. Kenet, A. Arieli, and A. Grinvald). This mapNext we consider an attractor manifold that encodes an
corresponds to a 3 mm ' 3 mm portion of an empiricalarbitrary number d of features in a combinatorial fashion,
“angle map” (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993). This sizecorresponding to a d-dimensional sphere. In this case,
is within the range used in recent studies of ongoingthe distribution of the SI can be calculated analytically in
cortical activity and contains about 15 pinwheels (Mullerthe limit of large N (Equation [S7] in the Supplemental Data
et al., 2000). The observed cortical angle map showsat http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/3/489/
a nonuniform distribution of POs (Figure 6B), with anDC1). For d equals 1 or 2, we recover the bimodal and flat
overrepresentation of the orientation " ( 0. In order todistributions of the ring and three-dimensional spherical
investigate the properties of multiple orientation states,models, respectively. As the number of features is in-

creased, the distribution becomes narrower and more we performedsmall local adjustments on "( r
!
) of Figure

6A to preserve a uniform distribution of POs across thisGaussian-like (Figure 5H). The time scale $W of wander-
ing among states is proportional to N/d and thus de- portion of the map (see Experimental Procedures). This

transformation mimics a possible local compensationcreases with the number of features encoded on the
sphere. This is due to the variance of the projection mechanism (e.g., by varying the local synaptic strength)
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 Can ring model (“Hebbian”) explain spontaneous activity? 

Can Hebbian assemblies explain spontaneous activity?

Goldberg et al 2004:

! Rate model with “Mexican hat” connectivity in orientation
(“ring model”) to create positive eigenvalue !.

! Could replicate correlation coe!cient distribution with
! ! 0.5 – amplification & slowing ! 2".

! Also explored low-dimensional attractor regime (! > 1) –
doesn’t work.

Problems (to us):

! Much data argues against Mexican hat: excitation and
inhibition received by cells in layers 2-4 have same tuning (D.
Ferster, J. Hirsch, M. Sur).

! Preliminary analysis: both real map and control maps have
similar dynamics – # 80ms fluctuations.

Could data be explained with co-tuned, balanced excitation and
inhibition? (Murphy & Miller, 2009)

H-phase: Small overlaps with evoked maps without significant slowing 
             (correl-time ~ 800ms)

M-phase: Overlap dist. close to Gaussian only for unreasonably large
             number of features. Too slow (correl-time ~ 800ms)



 

Hebbian Amplification

Summary

Balanced Amplification

older newer

symmetric connections
normal

attractor dynamics
dynamical slowing

H. Sompolinsky, B. Shapley, 
R. Ben-Yishai

E/I (Dale) neurons 
non-normal

transient amplification
no slowing

Ken Miller, Brendan Murphy,
Dan Rubin



Two Mechanisms of Amplification: Balanced vs. Hebbian

Murphy and Miller, Neuron, 2009



Hebbian: Amplification by Dynamical Slowing

Hebb 1949: An “assembly” of neurons recurrently exciting each
other can sustain activity after an initial input is gone (“attractor”)

Rate model:

τ
dr

dt
= −r + f (λr + i)

Linearize about fixed point, neglect
input:

τ
dr

dt
= −r + λr (λ← f ′λ)

τ

1− λ
dr

dt
= −r

When 0 < λ < 1 the decay of the activity is slowed ⇒
amplification of input.
When λ > 1 activity grows instead of decaying. In a non-linear
system this can become the basis for an attractor.
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Hebbian Amplification: network

There is a set of activity patterns – the eigenvectors of the weight
matrix – such that:

I The set is complete: Any activity pattern can be constructed
as their weighted sum;

I Each pattern acts as an independent assembly, with its own
recurrent weight (its eigenvalue λ) and time constant τ

1−λ :



Balanced Amplification

Eigenvalues don’t capture all the properties
of cortical networks:

I Strong recurrent excitation is balanced
by strong feedback inhibition

I Neurons are exclusively excitatory or
inhibitory



Balanced Amplification

Because of separation of excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
synaptic connectivity matrices are non-normal: their eigenvectors
are not mutually orthogonal.

W Non-normal ⇐⇒ WWT 6= WTW.

W =

(
WEE −WEI

WIE −WII

)
r =

(
rE
rI

)
All elements of WXY ≥ 0

WWT =

(
+ +
+ +

)
WTW =

(
+ −
− +

)
Non-normal ⇒ can have large amplification – large transient
responses to small perturbations – not predicted by eigenvalues:
well known in fluid mechanics (see book by Trefethen and Embree,
2005)
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Intuition for Non-Normal Transient Responses

When eigenvectors are non-orthogonal:

I Small perturbations in “poorly-represented” directions drive
large responses in “well-represented” directions

I Many large components add up to something small
I As each component decays, it reveals something large it was

cancelling
I We will see: can be described as effective feedforward

connections from poorly-represented activity patterns to
well-represented activity patterns

I Eigenvalues still control dynamics:
I If all eigenvalues are negative, all decays are fast ⇒ No slowing

of dynamics
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Balanced amplification: two population case

r =

(
rE
rI

)
W =

(
w −kIw
w −kIw

)
Linear dynamics in terms of rE
and rI :

τ drE
dt

= −rE + wrE − kIwrI
τ drI

dt
= −rI + wrE − kIwrI

Change variables to the sum and
difference, r± = re ± ri :

τ dr+
dt

= −r+ − w+r+ + wFFr−
τ dr−

dt
= −r−

wFF ≡ w(kI + 1)
w+ ≡ w(kI − 1)

Small E/I imbalances drive
large balanced responses
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Hebbian amplification vs. Balanced amplification

I kI = 1.1

I Give external input hE or IE to E population

I What is response of E population?
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Balanced Amplification: Network Case

There is a complete set of orthonormal patterns (given by the
(non-unique) Schur Decomposition of the weight matrix) such that

I Each connects recurrently to itself, with strength given by an
eigenvalue (note: if inhibition balances or dominates
excitation, eigenvalues are small or negative)

I Connections between patterns are strictly feedforward
I Given balanced excitation and inhibition: these are generally

from E/I difference patterns to E/I sum patterns

I E/I weights large, eigenvalues small ⇒ FF weights large
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Example: Structure of spontaneous activity in anesthetized
cat visual cortex

Kenet et al 2003

Grinvald/Tsodyks labs:

I Voltage sensitive dyes used
to image activity with high
temporal resolution

I Frames of spontaneous
activity (without visual
stimulus) can resemble
visually evoked maps



Characterizing the spontaneous activity

⇐ Correlation Coefficient ⇒

..............................................................

Spontaneously emerging cortical
representations of visual attributes
Tal Kenet*, Dmitri Bibitchkov, Misha Tsodyks, Amiram Grinvald
& Amos Arieli

Department of Neurobiology, The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100,
Israel

* Present address: Keck Center for Integrative Neurosciences, University of California San Francisco,

513 Parnassus Avenue, Box 0732, San Francisco, California 94143, USA

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Spontaneous cortical activity—ongoing activity in the absence of
intentional sensory input—has been studied extensively1, using
methods ranging from EEG (electroencephalography)2–4,
through voltage sensitive dye imaging5–7, down to recordings
from single neurons8,9. Ongoing cortical activity has been shown
to play a critical role in development10–14, and must also be
essential for processing sensory perception, because it modulates
stimulus-evoked activity5,15,16, and is correlated with behaviour17.
Yet its role in the processing of external information and its
relationship to internal representations of sensory attributes
remains unknown. Using voltage sensitive dye imaging, we
previously established a close link between ongoing activity in
the visual cortex of anaesthetized cats and the spontaneous firing
of a single neuron6. Here we report that such activity encom-
passes a set of dynamically switching cortical states, many of
which correspond closely to orientation maps. When such an
orientation state emerged spontaneously, it spanned several
hypercolumns and was often followed by a state corresponding
to a proximal orientation.We suggest that dynamically switching
cortical states could represent the brain’s internal context, and
therefore reflect or influence memory, perception and behaviour.
To determine the existence of spontaneously occurring states that

correspond to cortical representations of orientations and charac-
terize their dynamics, we chose to explore cat area 18, where most
cells are selective for stimulus orientation, and therefore robust
functional maps corresponding to different orientations are readily
revealed. We used voltage sensitive dye imaging, which emphasizes
synaptic membrane potential changes (similar to intracellular
recordings from large populations of neurons18,19). We recorded
activity continuously in 30-s sessions (3,072 frames spaced 9.6ms
apart, covering a cortical area up to 4 £ 7mm) both in the presence
and absence of stimulation (full field oriented gratings, see Methods
for details). We used the evoked data to construct single-condition

and full-orientation maps, and used spatial correlation coefficients
between single frames of ongoing activity and the evoked maps to
evaluate similarity. Figure 1 illustrates the resemblance between a
spontaneous single frame (Fig. 1b), its best correlated orientation
map (Fig. 1a), and a single evoked frame (Fig. 1c). On average, the
maximal correlation coefficient for evoked frames with any par-
ticular map was only 10 ^ 5% higher than the maximal correlation
coefficients seen for spontaneous frames (0.63 and 0.58 respectively
in the example of Fig. 1). It is pertinent to note that the correlation
coefficients between twomaps obtained using the same stimulus, but
in different recording sessions, usually ranged between 0.7 and 0.8.

To establish that such intrinsic orientation states occurred spon-
taneously much more frequently than expected by chance, we
constructed control ‘artificial orientation maps’ (see Methods).
We compared the distribution of correlation coefficients between
spontaneous frames and the orientation maps (Fig. 2, red) with the
corresponding distribution obtained using the control maps (Fig. 2,
blue). Although both distributions were symmetrical around zero,
the one computed with the real orientation maps was much wider.
Specifically, whereas the maximal correlation coefficient with con-
trol patterns rarely exceeded 0.2 (less than 1% of the time), the
corresponding values for the real orientationmaps reached values as
high as 0.6, with themeanmaximal value across all hemispheres and
imaging sessions being 0.5 ^ 0.1. Overall, the threshold for signifi-
cant correlation (P , 0.01) was found to range between j0.18j and
j0.22j using any of the control patterns. For subsequent analysis we
conservatively set the threshold for significant correlation at j0.25j.
Using this threshold, we found that states corresponding to orien-
tation maps arise spontaneously about 20% of the time. Further-
more, we found that the amplitude of the most highly correlated
spontaneous states was on average only 30% lower than the
amplitude of the most highly correlated evoked single frames (see
Supplementary Information SI1 for additional information).

To characterize the distribution of spontaneous occurrences of
different orientation states, we quantified the occurrence of spon-
taneous frames that were significantly correlated with each of the
orientation maps. The obtained distribution was biased to states
corresponding to one of the cardinal orientations (08 and 908). An
example from one hemisphere is shown in Fig. 3a. Overall, themaps
corresponding to the two cardinal orientations appeared 20%more
often than those corresponding to the two oblique ones (458 and
1358), but this dynamical bias for different cats was highly variable,
ranging from 10% to 80% (see example from three extreme cases in
Fig. 3b, green). Additionally, states corresponding to oblique maps
emerged with smaller correlation coefficients than cardinal ones
(Fig. 3b, blue). These results indicate a strong dynamical over-

Figure 1 Comparing instantaneous patterns of spontaneous and evoked activity to the
averaged functional map. a, The orientation map using full-field gratings of vertical
orientation, obtained by averaging 165 frames (5 frames from each trial starting from

100ms after stimulus onset, over 33 stimulus presentations). b, A map obtained in a

single frame from a spontaneous recording session. c, A single frame from an evoked

session using the same orientation as for the map. Amplitude was computed as described

in Methods.

 

Figure 2 Spontaneously emerging orientation states. Red, example of the distribution of
correlation coefficients between the horizontal map and spontaneous frames over an

entire session. Blue, the same, using an inverted map. Each distribution was fitted to a

gaussian to compute the significance level, j0.25j for P , 0.01. The distribution was

similar regardless of control maps used. Actual significance values were computed from

the histograms resulting from correlations with all maps. Note that although low-pass

filtering the frames and maps predictably increased the value of the correlation

coefficients, the number of ‘significant frames’ remained similar, as the control correlation

coefficients increased proportionally.
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I Control pattern:
mirror-reflected map

I Spontaneous activity
contains larger amplitudes
of real maps (red) than
control maps (blue)

Idea: Spontaneous input equally drives all patterns with given
spatiotemporal frequency content;
Cortical circuitry selectively amplifies real map patterns



Can Hebbian assemblies explain spontaneous activity?

Goldberg et al 2004:

I Rate model with “Mexican hat” connectivity in orientation
(“ring model”) to create positive eigenvalue λ.

I Could replicate correlation coefficient distribution with
λ ≈ 0.5 – amplification & slowing ≈ 2×.

I Also explored low-dimensional attractor regime (λ > 1) –
doesn’t work.

Problems (to us):

I Much data argues against Mexican hat: excitation and
inhibition received by cells in layers 2-4 have same tuning (D.
Ferster, J. Hirsch, M. Sur).

I Preliminary analysis: both real map and control maps have
similar dynamics – ∼ 80ms fluctuations.

Could data be explained with co-tuned, balanced excitation and
inhibition? (Murphy & Miller, 2009)
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A model with V1-like synaptic connectivity

Orientation preferences from a simple map: 4x4 grid of pinwheels

Connection strength between neurons i and j depends on their
distance (rij) and difference in preferred orientation (θij):

Xij(rij , θij) ∝ e−r
2
ij /w

2
r e−θij

2/w2
θ

Inhibitory and excitatory connections have same orientation tuning;
inhibitory connections restricted to shorter distances.

I WEE = WIE ≡WE , WEI = WII ≡WI

I Evals = evals of WE −WI ; FF wts = evals of WE + WI

I Inhibition sufficiently strong ⇒ no positive eigenvalues
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V1-like connectivity amplifies orientation-map like patterns

The most amplified sum and difference patterns resemble
orientation maps:
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Spontaneous inputs ≈ correlated noise, activate both sum and diff

patterns; drive to diff patterns ⇒ amplified response of corresponding

sum patterns. (Why Dale’s law ⇒ increased variance; S. Rotter et al.)
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Does this work in spiking networks?

A large spiking network model:

I Conductance-based integrate-and-fire neurons

I 40K excitatory and 10K inhibitory (“AMPA”, “GABAA”)

I Same orientation map as the linear model

I Sparse connectivity: Pc(rij , θij) ∝ e−r
2
ij /w

2
r e−θ

2
ij/w

2
θ

I Input to network: spatiotemporally colored noise (Poisson
trains with correlated rate fluctuations)



Spiking Network
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Spiking Network
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An Amplifier With Knobs

I Hebbian amplification: need
synaptic plasticity to tune
amplification strength

I Balanced amplification:
I Add input to E ⇒ raise E

& I responses to all stimuli
I Add input to I ⇒ decrease

E & I responses to all
stimuli

I “Paradoxical” response
(Tsodyks et al., 1997):
⇑input to I ⇒
⇓steady-state I activity.

I “Knobs” by which
contextual and top-down
influences may modulate
local gain of responses
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Hebbian Amplification

Summary: Two paradigms

Balanced Amplification

older newer

symmetric connections
normal

attractor dynamics
dynamical slowing

H. Sompolinsky, B. Shapley, 
R. Ben-Yishai

E/I (Dale) neurons 
non-normal

transient amplification
no slowing

Ken Miller, Brendan Murphy,
Dan Rubin
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